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Abstract 14 
Mineral wastes (MWs) from municipal solid waste incineration plants and 15 
construction demolition sites are rich in minerals, heavy metals and have acid neutralising 16 
capacity. This renders such MWs a promising source of bulk and trace elements to enhance 17 
and stabilize biogas production in anaerobic processes. However, finding a MW with 18 
typical heavy metal concentrations, which promotes anaerobic digestion (AD) without 19 
adverse effects on the microbial community of the reactor is of major importance. To 20 
investigate the impact of several MW additives (1. incineration bottom ash; 2. fly ash; 3. 21 
boiler ash; 4. cement-based waste) as AD co-substrates, six 5 L single stage mesophilic, 22 
continuously stirred tank reactors (CSTR) were setup. Two different feeding regimes were 23 
employed including: a) a liquid-recycled feeding method (LRFM); b) a draw-and-fill 24 
feeding method (DFFM). Under the LRFM regime, one gram MW per gram organic waste 25 
enhanced process stability (pH), increased methane production (25 - 45% increase), and 26 
yielded (450 – 520 mL CH4/g VS); DFFM enhanced digestibility to a lesser degree. 27 
Illumina HiSeq 16S rRNA community sequencing of reactors showed that the microbial 28 
community compositions were unaffected by the presence of MW additives in comparison 29 
to unamended controls, but MW amendment accelerated bacterial growth (determined by 30 
qPCR). In contrast, different feeding regimes altered the microbial communities; 31 
Methanoculleus (hydrogenotrophic) and Methanosaeta (acetoclastic) were the most 32 
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abundant methanogenic genera in the LRFM reactors, and the more metabolically versatile 33 
Methanosarcina genus dominated under DFFM. 34 
Keywords: Co-digestion, Mineral wastes, Methanogenic activity, Microbial diversity, 35 
Microbial population, Process stability 36 
 37 
1. Introduction 38 
The potential reuse of the incineration ash can effectively lower disposal costs of 39 
MSW and provide valuable materials to countries where natural resources are either 40 
expensive and/or unavailable (Liu et al., 2015). In 2016, the amount of solid waste 41 
incinerated in the EU-28 reached 68 million tonnes (i.e. a 105% increase since 1995) 42 
(eurostat, 2018). In the UK, incinerated solid wastes accounted for 7.6 million tonnes in 43 
2014 (DEFRA, 2018). Moreover, each year 2.4 Gt of Portland cement is manufactured and 44 
used by the construction industry worldwide (Renforth et al., 2011). Both these activities 45 
produce mineral wastes (MW), namely, ashes and demolition materials only a minor 46 
fraction of which is re-used by the construction industry with most either disposed or used 47 
as cover layers in landfills (Chandler et al., 1997). 48 
Such solid mineral wastes (MWs) discharged from municipal solid waste 49 
incineration (MSWI) plants (incineration bottom ash (IBA), fly ash (FA) and boiler ash 50 
(BA)), and construction demolition waste (CDW), referred to as cement-based waste 51 
(CBW), are rich in minerals which have an acid neutralising capacity and have associated 52 
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heavy metals (Chimenos et al., 1999; Washbourne et al., 2015). The presence of metals 53 
and pH buffering capacity are properties that render such MWs a resource that may have a 54 
promising impact in anaerobic digestion (AD) processes where these properties are key 55 
process regulation parameters. However, in AD, the heavy metals present in such MWs 56 
might be stimulatory, inhibitory or toxic depending upon their concentration (Hickey et al., 57 
1989; Lin, 1993b; Mudhoo and Kumar, 2013; Franke-Whittle et al., 2014). From a 58 
stimulatory perspective, microorganisms require certain trace concentrations of metals for 59 
activation and/or function of enzymes and co-enzymes (Zandvoort et al., 2006; Abdel-60 
Shafy and Mansour, 2014). However, metal concentration above certain thresholds may 61 
cause inhibition co-depending on other physicochemical characteristics in AD digesters 62 
(VS/TS, humic substances, pH, VFA, alkalinity and ammonia (Dong et al., 2013)). The 63 
key parameter controlling the potential toxicity of metals is the concentration of the solids 64 
(VS or TS) (Hickey et al., 1989; Mudhoo and Kumar, 2013).  Moreover, (Gu and Wong, 65 
2004) identified impacts of VFA concentration (acetic and propionic acid) on metal 66 
solubilisation during bioleaching of sewage sludge. This study found that the presence of 67 
10.8 mM acetic acid and 9.88 mM propionic acid delayed solubilisation of Cu and Cr by 6 68 
and 7 days respectively compared to a one day lag period in the control with low organic 69 
acid concentration. 70 
Anaerobic co-digestion of organic wastes with CBW has not been found in the 71 
literature. However, incineration bottom ash (IBA) from MSWI plant solid residues has 72 
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gained some attention in the context of the AD of OFMSW (Banks and Lo, 2003; Lo, 73 
2005). The aim of the current study was to investigate the impact of integrating different 74 
types of MWs during the AD of the organic fraction of MSW. The hypothesis was that the 75 
release of alkalinity, necessary macronutrients (Ca, Na, K and Mg) and trace metals (Fe, 76 
Zn, Mn, B, Co, Ni, Cu, Mo, Se, Al, W and V) would benefit the process and promote 77 
digestibility as assessed by biogas production and stability with additional insights into 78 
mechanistic effects of additives provided by microbial community abundances and 79 
dynamics. 80 
This current study of co-digestion of mineral and organic wastes was conducted 81 
using a liquid-recycled feeding method (LRFM) based on the hypothesis that recycling the 82 
liquor part of digestate could affect AD through retaining metals considered either 83 
stimulatory or inhibitory (toxic) to the digestion processes (Gu and Wong, 2004; Mudhoo 84 
and Kumar, 2013). In addition, for the purpose of comparison, one of the reactors was fed 85 
using the conventional draw-and-fill feeding method (DFFM). With this feeding regime 86 
the substrate was IBA co-digested with organic wastes. 87 
2. Materials and methods 88 
2.1 Inoculum and Substrate  89 
The AD inoculum was obtained from a mesophilic (37oC) AD plant treating cattle 90 
slurry and food waste (Cockle Park Farm, Newcastle University, UK). The inoculum 91 
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(seed) was stored at -20oC until use, then activated for 7 days (VDI, 2006) at 37oC before 92 
the substrate acclimation period. The substrate used for AD was a synthetic organic waste 93 
(SOW) composed of 79% cooked food leftovers (such as rice 13.6%, meat 1.5%, beans 94 
5.6% and fat 1.4%), 20% of uncooked fruit and vegetable wastes (such as apple 1.3%, 95 
orange 1.7%, banana 2%, lemon 1.2% and pomegranate 1.4% and herbs ~ 6%), and 1% of 96 
packing cardboard, to simulate the composition of an organic matter going to landfill. 97 
Representative study by Forster-Carneiro et al. (2008) suggested that a total solid 98 
of 10 - 20% is capable of producing an inert bio-solid product with high methane 99 
productivity. Therefore, the SOW total (TS) and volatile (VS) solids concentrations were 100 
adjusted to 18.7% and 16.6% by wet weight respectively using distilled water (a 30% 101 
volume dilution of the blended organic waste was required). After adjustment, the substrate 102 
was stored at -20oC until use. The suitability of the substrate (synthetic organic waste 103 
(SOW)) for AD was assessed by measuring the bio-methane potential (BMP) of the 104 
substrate according to the VDI method (VDI, 2006) and the substrate (SOW) theoretical 105 
methane yield was calculated using the elemental composition analysis according to the 106 
equation described in (Nielfa et al., 2015). The physicochemical characterization of the 107 
inoculum and SOW are shown in Table 1 and Table 2. 108 
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2.2 Mineral waste additives  109 
Three co-substrate MWs (IBA, FA and BA) were obtained from a domestic Waste-110 
to-Energy incineration power plant, Teesside, UK. In this plant, household food and garden 111 
wastes are dried and burned at ≈ 1000oC; steam turbines then convert the produced heat to 112 
energy. An additional MW residue of CDW was produced from two CBW samples (with 113 
nominal particle sizes of 10 mm and 1 mm) collected from a CDW recycling site in 114 
Newcastle upon Tyne, UK. All the MW samples (IBA, FA, BA, and CBW) were dried 115 
overnight (104oC) and visible metals, glass and plastic materials removed. Prior to being 116 
added to the feed, all MWs were ground by a mill (Vibratory Disc Mills, SIEBTECHNIK-117 
TS, Germany), sieved to less than 212 µm (BS410 standard sieves 212 µm diameter) and 118 
stored at room temperature in airtight containers until use. The physicochemical 119 
characterization of the MWs are shown in Table 2. 120 
Reactors: six anaerobic, lab-scale completely stirred-tank reactors (CSTR) were setup. 121 
Each of the six reactors (5 L working volume) was a borosilicate glass, flat bottomed, 122 
cylindrical sided, flask with three glass quick fit (100 mm bore) openings. The reactors, 123 
identified as LFA, LCO, DIBA, LCBW, LBA and LIBA, respectively, reflecting their 124 
respective feeds (Table 3) operated at mesophilic temperature (37oC) with HRT/SRT of 20 125 
days (Viswanath et al., 1992; El-Mashad and Zhang, 2010). Initially, each of the six 126 
reactors was thoroughly filled (5 L) with inoculum to get acclimated to the substrate and 127 
environment for 20 days. During acclimation, the reactors were fed every 2 - 3 days with a 128 
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SOW and distilled water mixture containing 1 g SOW volatile solids and the biogas 129 
produced by the CSTR systems were collected in gasbags and checked for methane 130 
volume and composition to ensure the microorganisms were active. On day 20 a methane 131 
content of > 50% was observed in all the reactors indicating that they were ready for 132 
operation in the codigestion experiments. 133 
During the codigestion experiments, the reactors were run for 75 days to ensure pseudo-134 
steady state conditions had been achieved (> 3 HRT, (Dai et al., 2013)) with two organic 135 
loading rates (OLRs): 0.5 g VS/L.d for days 0 - 40 and 1 g VS/L.d for days 41 - 75 136 
successively with or without additions of MW to give MW(TS)/SOW(VS) at a mass ratio of 1 137 
to 1. 138 
Feeding:  the current study of the co-digestion of mineral and organic wastes was 139 
conducted under a reactor-feeding method named as ‘liquid-recycled feeding method’ or 140 
LRFM. This is based on the hypothesis that recycling the liquid fraction of the digestate 141 
could reduce losses of metals that are considered either stimulatory or inhibitory (toxic) to 142 
the digestion processes (Gu and Wong, 2004; Mudhoo and Kumar, 2013) by returning 143 
them to the reactor in each feeding cycle. For comparison, the two feeding methods, 144 
conventional draw-and-fill feeding method (DFFM) and the LRFM were used in the 145 
reactor fed with SOW feed and supplemented with IBA to determine the effect of feeding 146 
regime on MW supplementation in AD of organic waste (SOW). 147 
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The liquid-recycled feeding method (LRFM) was applied for the LFA, LCO, LCBW, LBA 148 
and LIBA reactors (the first letter of the reactor name refers to the feeding method used 149 
whereas the following letters refers to individual MW additions). For this feeding method, 150 
instead of using distilled water for preparing the required volume of the daily feed (a 250 151 
ml mixture), the liquid fraction of the discharged digestate from each reactor (sieved with a 152 
212 µ sieve) was used (the solid fraction of the digestate was discarded). The draw-and-fill 153 
feeding method (DFFM) was applied for the DIBA reactor whereby the volume was 154 
maintained at 5 L by withdrawing digestate and feeding equal volumes of feed prepared 155 
with DW instead of the liquid fraction of the digestate. The experimental design of the 156 
reactor systems is shown in Table 3. 157 
2.3 Analytical methods 158 
Five-litre gasbags (Tedlar, VWR) were used for biogas collection from the reactors. 159 
Each day, the gasbags were disconnected, biogas volume measured, emptied with samples 160 
of biogas from each analysed for methane and carbon dioxide composition by gas 161 
chromatography then the gasbags were reconnected to the reactors. Triplicate samples of 162 
biogas, each of 50 µl, were taken from the gasbags using a lock tight gas syringe (SGE, 163 
Australia) and analysed for methane and carbon dioxide by gas chromatography (Carlo 164 
Erba HRGC S160 GC with MFC 500 detector). The GC was equipped with an Agilent HP-165 
PLOTQ column (0.32 mm diameter, 30 m length and 20 µm film, Agilent, UK). The GC 166 
carrier gas was hydrogen (250 mL/min) with an oven temperature held isothermally at 167 
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35°C. Digestate pH was measured using a pH meter (Jenway, 3310). For the SOW and 168 
MWs, one volume of each sample dissolved in two volume of distilled water mixed with 169 
magnetic stirrer for one hour then measured for pH. Samples of digestate were also taken 170 
on a weekly basis and centrifuged (3392 x g, 30 min) and the supernatant was used for 171 
determining: chemical oxygen demand (COD); ammonia-nitrogen (NH3-N) and; total 172 
Kjeldahl nitrogen (TKN). Contamination of the reactor headspace with lab air was 173 
prevented during the feeding and sampling processes because the sampling port extended 174 
below the liquid surface level of the reactor. Analyses were determined according to the 175 
standard methods for the examination of water and wastewater (AWWA, 2012). Total 176 
volatile fatty acids (TVFA) and total alkalinity (TALK) were measured by titration 177 
according to the Lossie and Pütz (2008) method. Total solids (TS) were calculated as the 178 
mass of solids remaining after oven- drying digestate samples overnight (105oC); volatile 179 
solids (VS) mass was calculated after oven drying at 550oC for 30 minutes. 180 
Metal analysis for the raw SOW and MWs, and digestate samples (on day 75) were 181 
performed according to the EPA method 3010A (see section 2.1 in (Shamurad et al., "in 182 
press")) using an ion coupled plasma optical emission spectrometer (Vista MPX 183 
simultaneous ICP - OES). An elemental assay for the percentage of C, N, and S in the 184 
dried digestate samples was performed using an organic element analyser (Elementar 185 
Vario MAX CNS) according to the manufacturer’s instructions and the standard method  186 
(SCA, 1986) . An element assay was carried out at an external lab (Elemental 187 
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Microanalysis Ltd, UK) to measure the C, N, S, H and O elements of the SOW. To explore 188 
possible stimulatory mechanisms various physiochemical parameters including the 189 
concentrations of metal elements in the digestate together with the reactor performances on 190 
day 75 were subjected to correlation analysis using the IBM SPSS Statistics version 23 191 
(IBM, 2015). 192 
2.4 Molecular analysis 193 
Microbial community analyses were performed for a sample of inoculum on day 0 194 
(before the acclimation period) and in digestate samples collected on day 20 and day 75. 195 
Genomic DNA was extracted according to the modified protocol of Griffiths et al. 196 
(Griffiths et al., 2000). The quality and concentration of extracted DNA was measured 197 
with a Nano drop spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher, UK), (see section 2.2 in (Shamurad 198 
et al., "in press")). 199 
Real time quantitative PCR (qPCR): Real time quantitative PCR assays were conducted 200 
both on the inoculum and on the digestate DNA extracts. Targeting the mcrA gene (mlas-F 201 
and mcrA-R primers) as a measure of the abundance of methanogens (Steinberg and 202 
Regan, 2009) and targeting the 16S rRNA gene (1055F and 1392R primers) as a measure 203 
of total bacteria (Harms et al., 2003). Real-time qPCR assays were performed using a 204 
BioRad CFX C1000 System (BioRad, Hercules, CA USA); (see section 2.2 in (Shamurad 205 
et al., "in press")). 206 
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 16S rRNA gene sequencing: an Illumina Hiseq (16S V4) library by (Earlham Institute, 207 
UK) was prepared after the DNA extracts were quantified using the Qubit dsDNA HS 208 
Assay Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific Q33231) and sample purity was checked on the 209 
DropSense 96 (Perkin Elmer); (see section 2.2 in (Shamurad et al., "in press")). 210 
Sequenced data processing and statistical analysis: raw sequencing data (FastQ files) 211 
obtained from the Illumina sequencing platform were de-multiplexed and quality filtered 212 
using dada2 (Callahan et al., 2016) within the QIIME2 analysis pipeline 213 
(https://qiime2.org, (Caporaso et al., 2010). Closed-reference operational taxonomic unit 214 
(OTU) picking was performed using VSEARCH (Rognes et al., 2016) using the ‘cluster-215 
features-closed-reference’ plugin in QIIME2, using the SILVA119 reference database to 216 
produce a table detailing the frequencies of taxonomically assigned representative 217 
sequences within individual sample libraries (see section 2.2 in (Shamurad et al., "in 218 
press")). Further analysis was conducted on these data to generate figures and check 219 
microbial diversity using the phyloseq (McMurdie and Holmes, 2013) and STAMP v2 220 
(Parks et al., 2014) software packages. 221 
Phylogenetic and molecular evolutionary analyses were conducted using MEGA version 222 
7.0 (Kumar et al., 2016). Evolutionary histories were inferred using the Neighbour-Joining 223 
method (Saitou and Nei, 1987). Evolutionary distances were computed using the 224 
Maximum Composite Likelihood method (Tamura et al., 2011) and the percentage of 225 
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replicate trees in which the associated taxa clustered together was determined by bootstrap 226 
analysis of 1000 replicates (Westerlund and Edgerton, 2007). 227 
Microbial specific activity: The cell specific methanogenic and fermentation activities on 228 
day 75 was estimated from the daily methane production and total COD concentration 229 
(total COD concentration equals to the sum of the soluble COD (sCOD) concentration in 230 
the digestate plus the methane production expressed as COD). The average number of the 231 
methanogenic and bacterial populations on day 75 was estimated from the qPCR analysis. 232 
For total bacteria enumeration, the 16S RNA gene abundances were divided by 4 and for 233 
total methanogens the mcrA gene abundances were divided by 2 (Klappenbach et al., 234 
2001). The formulas (Equations 1 and 2) provided by Petropoulos et al. (2017) were 235 
employed for the estimation of the two specific activities: 236 
Cell specific methanogenesis =
𝑀𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝑚𝑙)
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑔𝑒𝑛 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠
  … Equation 1 237 
Cell specific hydrolysis = 
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑂𝐷 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠
 …. Equation 2 238 
 239 
3. Results and discussion 240 
3.1 Performance characteristics of the AD reactors 241 
The experimental BMP value of the SOW was 480 ± 50 mL CH4/g VS. This value 242 
was close to the calculated (theoretical) value (514 mL CH4/g VS) estimated from the 243 
elemental composition analysis according to the method described in (Nielfa et al., 2015) 244 
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and was within the typical range of BMP values reported for food wastes ((435 - 489 mL 245 
CH4/g VS ); (Zhu et al., 2008; Banks et al., 2011; Nielfa et al., 2015)). This outcome 246 
indicates that the substrate used in this study was suitable for the digestion studies 247 
conducted. 248 
Figure 1 and Table 4 show the performance profiles and physicochemical parameters 249 
of the six reactors operated in this study. On day 20, in the six reactors, the average 250 
methane yield was 499 ± 38 mL CH4/g VS, with close to equal values of pH (6.9 ± 0.16) 251 
and NH3-N (533 ± 49 mg/L), indicating similar and stable reactor conditions. According to 252 
(Koster and Lettinga, 1984; Ward et al., 2008; Franke-Whittle et al., 2014) AD occurs 253 
optimally at pH values of 6.8 - 7.2 and total ammonia nitrogen concentrations below 1700 254 
mg/L. Presumably, the inoculum used in the CSTR set-ups contained enough alkalinity (to 255 
balance pH) and nutrients (Table 1) for the digestion processes to be stable until day 20, 256 
therefore between days 0 - 20 all the reactors showed approximately similar digestion 257 
conditions. Thereafter, and with continuous daily feeding and gradual dilution of the set-up 258 
inoculum and substrate inside the reactors, the parameters inside the reactors represented 259 
the conditions induced by the daily feeds which now diverged (SOW or SOW and MW). 260 
 In the LRFM, the contribution of the MWs in the LBA, LCBW and LIBA reactors 261 
toward the alkalinity balance was detectable; these reactors showed 1000 - 1500 mg/L 262 
more alkalinity than that in the control reactor, however, in the DIBA reactor (fed with 263 
DFFM) the buffering capacity of the IBA was limited with a noticeable decrease in the 264 
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alkalinity. A similar decrease in the alkalinity was observed in the control (LCO) reactor, 265 
specifically from day 40 and onwards when organic loading rates were increased from 0.5 266 
g VS/L.d to 1.0 g VS/L.d. The alkalinity in the LCO and DIBA reactors declined from an 267 
average concentrations of 2500 mg/L on day 40 to about 1000 - 15000 mg/L by day 75 268 
(Figure 1c), resulting in a pH drop from 6.9 ± 0.1 on day 40 to ~ pH 5.8 on day 75. Among 269 
the reactors amended with the MWs and fed with LRFM only the LFA reactor showed a 270 
lower alkalinity (~ 1250 mg/L) with a pH (6.4) on day 75. 271 
Under the LRFM feeding regimen, co-digestion of the SOW and mineral wastes 272 
(IBA, FA, BA and CBW) resulted in higher methane yields and stable digestion process 273 
compared with the control (LCO) (Figure 1 and Table 4). The highest daily methane 274 
production was from LCBW, LIBA, LBA and LFA reactors with 528, 513, 468 and 446 275 
mL/L.d respectively. Daily methane production in the DIBA reactor (operated with 276 
DFFM) was 376 mL/L.d, which was about 30% lower than the mean daily methane 277 
production of the reactors operated with LRFM. Correspondingly, on day 75, the 278 
accumulated methane volume produced by the LFA, LCBW, LBA and LIBA reactors were 279 
27, 45, 28 and 44% higher than the LCO (control) reactor, respectively. For the DFFM, the 280 
accumulated methane volume of the DIBA reactor (amended with IBA) was 24% higher 281 
than the control but about 25% lower than that of the LCBW and LIBA reactors. 282 
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3.2 The influence of reactor amendments and feeding regimens on microbial 283 
abundances  284 
The overall performance of the reactors i.e. higher stable biogas production and 285 
stable pH and VFA levels with MW supplements compared to when MW is absent 286 
suggests that these materials primarily promote the growth and survival of the microbes 287 
present in the reactors increasing the volumetric rate of hydrolysis and fermentation. This 288 
growth leads to the increased formation of intermediate substrates for methanogens but 289 
equivalent increase in consumption of these products by the methanogens (Hude 290 
Moreshwar and Yadav Ganapati, 2014) (following a Monod and Michaelis-Menten 291 
approach respectively). To test this hypothesis, microbial abundances were determined in 292 
these reactor systems and cell specific activities calculated. 293 
Methanogenic populations: the mcrA gene abundances representing methanogenic 294 
populations in the control and MW amended reactors showed an increase in numbers 295 
between days 0 to day 75. On day 75, the methanogen abundances in the control and MW 296 
amended reactors were 80 (4.44 x 109 genes/mL) and 90 - 118 - fold (4.94 x 109 - 6.50 x 297 
109 genes/mL) higher than the inoculum (5.52 x 107 genes/mL) on day 0 respectively 298 
(Figure 2). In the LFA and DIBA reactors, the methanogen abundances were lower than in 299 
the control by day 75. Methanogenic populations in the DIBA reactor by day 75 (1.08 x 300 
108 genes/mL) had only increased two-fold compared to the inoculum was the lowest 301 
population size observed among all the reactors (Figure 2). 302 
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 Bacterial populations: on day 75, the 16S gene abundances representing bacterial 303 
populations in the LCBW and LIBA reactors were 11- and 14-fold (1.4 x 1012 and 1.8 x 304 
1012 genes/mL) higher respectively than that in the inoculum (1.2 x 1011 genes/mL) on day 305 
0. While in the LCO (7.2 x 1011 genes/mL), LBA (5.8 x 1011 genes/mL) and LFA (7.3 x 306 
1011 genes/mL) reactors the 16S gene abundances were 4 - 5-fold higher than that in the 307 
inoculum on day 0. The lowest 16S gene abundance increase was in the DIBA reactor (2.7 308 
x 1011 genes/mL) which was only one-fold higher that than in the inoculum on day 0 309 
(Figure 2). There was no notable difference in the bacterial population between the LFA 310 
reactor (7.3 x 1011 genes/mL) and the control (LCO) reactor on day 75; however, bacterial 311 
gene abundances in the LCBW and LIBA reactors were about 2.0 - 2.6-fold higher 312 
respectively than the control. 313 
The cell specific hydrolysis and methanogenesis activities for the reactors were 314 
estimated from measured CODs, biogas production and the relative abundances of the 315 
bacteria and methanogens from the qPCR analysis on day 75 (section 2.4 and Table 4). In 316 
the LRFM reactors, the LFA reactor showed the highest cell specific methanogenic and 317 
hydrolytic activities at 0.049 pmol CH4/cell.d and 0.081 pgram COD/cell.d, respectively. 318 
That is to say in this reactor, which actually sustained the lowest LRFM with MW biogas 319 
production, the growth/maintenance of individual cells apparently required higher rates of 320 
substrate turnover especially with respect to the methanogen population. The control 321 
reactor (LCO) had a moderately high cell specific hydrolysis activity of 0.069 pgram 322 
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COD/cell.d and relatively similar methanogenic activity (0.015 pmol CH4/cell.d) compared 323 
to reactors amended with MWs amended reactors operated with LRFM (except for LFA). 324 
The LIBA reactor had cell specific hydrolytic and methanogenic activities of 0.028 pgram 325 
COD/cell.d and 0.024 pmol CH4/cell.d respectively. Whilst, the DIBA reactor (which had 326 
the same MW added as the LIBA reactor) showed the highest cell specific hydrolytic and 327 
methanogenic activities (0.106 pgram COD/cell.d and 0.363 pmol CH4/cell.d respectively). 328 
In the AD, hydrolysis and the primary and secondary fermentation process are 329 
mainly linked to bacteria (Liebetrau et al., 2017). However, in methanogenic syntrophic 330 
partnerships it is well understood that the activity of the fermentative bacteria can be 331 
limited by the inhibition (failure) of the methanogens, because such inhibition results in the 332 
accumulation of both sCOD and total VFAs (as summation of acetate, propionate, 333 
butyrate, isobutyrate, valerate, isovalerate) in the reactor which will eventually stop 334 
fermentation (Berlanga Herranz, 2008). It is also well understood that the success of such 335 
syntrophic partnerships is principally controlled by thermodynamic trade-offs between the 336 
partners and the efficient transfer of substrate intermediates between them whereby the 337 
energy yield for each participant in the partnership is maximal (Hamilton et al., 2015). The 338 
accumulation of VFA as a control of bacterial hydrolysis and fermentation was certainly 339 
evident in the control reactor (LCO) on day 75 (~ 4 g/L) (Figure 1d). Suggesting that the 340 
methanogen population was limiting VFA conversion to methane, while in the reactors 341 
amended with the MWs (LFA, LCBW, LBA and LIBA) and operated with LRFM the 342 
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VFA concentration on day 75 remained less than 0.5 g/L. Presumably, the MW in 343 
particular stimulated methanogenesis (as is obvious in LFA), which in turn stimulated 344 
bacterial growth (as it is obvious in LBA and LCBW) whereby the removal of the 345 
fermentation products increased the energy yield for fermentation (Berlanga Herranz, 346 
2008). 347 
Optimising reactor performance by additions of MW may allow not only the 348 
reduction of the applied HRT, but also a capital and maintenance cost minimization as a 349 
direct consequence. Since biodegradation is an intrinsic property linked to biomass growth 350 
kinetics, an increase of the cell concentration within a reactor, combined with an increase 351 
in the activity of each cell gives process intensification, and the possibility of using smaller 352 
reactors (Akay et al., 2005). Importantly, the readily available source of the MW 353 
supplements, combined with its minimal processing requirement, makes it a promising 354 
material for AD optimization in regions where commercial trace element additive solutions 355 
are either expensive and/or unavailable. Moreover, MW supplementation may have 356 
benefits in other sectors, for example where hydrolysis/fermentation is carried out at low 357 
temperatures and metabolic reaction rates are consequently reduced (Petropoulos et al., 358 
2017). Furthermore, the use of MWs from MSWI plants in AD  decrease the amount of 359 
MWs need to be sent to  landfills as a daily cover material (Banks and Lo, 2003). The use 360 
of MWs as a daily cover material of landfill will enhance biological degradation of wastes 361 
and increase the landfill capacity to receive an increasing quantity of the daily wastes. 362 
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Indeed, the landfills with a daily cover of mineral wastes could themselves be converted to 363 
an AD bioreactor for biogas production (the leachate produced from the landfill can be 364 
recycled again to the landfill like the LRFM applied in this study) giving an economic 365 
value to the MWs. 366 
3.3 The contributions of metals from MWs to AD digestates and correlation 367 
of physiochemical parameters with reactor performances 368 
Additions of trace elements like Ni, Co, Fe, Mn, Zn Mo etc. either singly or, in 369 
combination, to anaerobic reactors are known to be sometimes necessary for the activity of 370 
the enzymes improving methanogenesis (Oleszkiewicz and Sharma, 1990; Feng et al., 371 
2010; Pobeheim et al., 2010; Takashima et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 372 
2012; Facchin et al., 2013; Westerholm et al., 2015; Westerholm et al., 2016; Wu et al., 373 
2016). Accordingly, the positive effects of MW amendments on the microbial populations 374 
involved in the reactors described above may be due to the increased supply of such 375 
required nutrients in addition to, or, alternative to, the provision of alkalinity to keep pH 376 
values within optimum range. Certainly, the analysis of metals in the MWs revealed they 377 
are orders to many orders of magnitude richer in most major, minor and trace metals when 378 
compared to the SOW substrate. This richness is reflected in the compositions of the 379 
digestate solids (see Figure 2 and 3 in (Shamurad et al., "in press")), whereby the unamend 380 
control has lower levels of most metals in comparison to the mixtures. Furthermore, this 381 
variation and general trend is consistently reflected, particularly in the minor and trace 382 
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metals, in increased concentrations of B, Ba, Cd, Co, Cr, Mn, Mo, Ni, Pb in the LRFM 383 
reactors. 384 
Pearson correlation analysis (Table 5) and conical correspondence analysis (see 385 
Figure 4 in (Shamurad et al., "in press")) between various physiochemical parameters 386 
including the concentrations of metal elements in the digestate together with the reactor 387 
performances on day 75 were studied. For instance, in reactors that were fed by the LRFM 388 
regimen and amended with the MWs (LFA, LBA, LCBW and LIBA) which showed higher 389 
and stable biogas production compared to the control, significant correlations (Pearson 390 
correlation = 0.945, p < 0.05) was found between methane yields and dissolved Mn 391 
concentration (Table 5). The data from the DIBA reactor fed using such a different feeding 392 
regimen were not included in this correlation analysis and the possible inhibitory impact of 393 
Mn in this reactor is discussed in the next section. In addition, an apparent positive 394 
correlation (albeit not significant; p > 0.05) between the methane yield and single element 395 
concentrations like Ni, Mo, Zn, Mg, Co, B and Ba with Pearson correlations of 0.49, 0.33, 396 
0.26, 0.315, 0.4, 0.33 and 0.24 were also detected (Table 5). On one hand, significant 397 
correlations (Pearson correlations of 0.923 and 0.964, p < 0.05) between Co concentrations 398 
and both VFA and NH3-N concentrations were observed. Furthermore, significant 399 
correlations (Pearson correlation = 0.967, p < 0.05) between NH3-N concentrations and 400 
VFA concentrations, and a positive correlations (Pearson correlation = 0.67 and 0.64, p > 401 
0.05) between NH3-N and alkalinity and NH3-N and pH in the reactors operated on the 402 
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LRFM were also detected (Table 5). These results refer to the dual positive effects of the 403 
MWs on the microbial activity and alkalinity in the AD reactors. Specifically, some trace 404 
elements like Fe, Cu, Zn, Mn, Co, Ni etc. are previously reported to have important roles in 405 
the synthesis of coenzymes involved in the metabolic pathways of methanogenesis (Jiang 406 
et al.; Pobeheim et al., 2010; Demirel and Scherer, 2011; Ünal et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 407 
2015; Westerholm et al., 2016; Cai et al., 2018). 408 
3.4 Assessment of inhibitory and toxicity effects of mineral wastes during 409 
anaerobic digestion 410 
Biogas production is an obvious key indicator of the performance and stability of 411 
an AD process (Masebinu et al., 2018). Accordingly, the high biogas yields from the SOW 412 
in reactors amended with MWs, specifically the reactors fed with LRFM which were 413 
expected to contain higher concentrations of metals (Table 2); suggests that there was no 414 
obvious inhibitory/toxicity effects from the metals released by the MWs on the microbial 415 
activities and hence the biogas production in the reactors (Figure 1) or the relative growth 416 
of both bacterial and methanogenic populations in relation to the unamended controls 417 
(Figure 2). Dissolved concentration of Cd, Cr, Cu, Ni, Pb, and Zn in the digestates after 75 418 
days of rector operations are shown (see Figure 1 in (Shamurad et al., "in press")). These 419 
concentrations were well below the inhibitory thresholds for AD processes (Jiang et al.; 420 
Hickey et al., 1987; Hickey et al., 1989; Oleszkiewicz and Sharma, 1990; Lin, 1992; Lin, 421 
1993a; Lin, 1993b; Banks and Lo, 2003; Chen et al., 2008; Banks and Zhang, 2010; Banks 422 
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et al., 2011). The inhibition of AD is expected when the total weight (meq) of the heavy 423 
metals Zn, Ni, Pb, Cd and Cu per kg of dry solids in the digesting sludge is ≥ 400 meq/kg 424 
(Facchin et al., 2013; Mudhoo and Kumar, 2013; Abdel-Shafy and Mansour, 2014). 425 
However, in all the reactors of current study lower magnitudes were detected (1.2, 0.6, 0.6, 426 
0.8, 1.7 and 0.85 meq/kg for LFA, LCO, DIBA, LCBW, LBA, and LIBA respectively). 427 
Moreover, the results of this study were in line with other research (Lo et al., 2009) which 428 
reported that heavy metals released from co-disposal of fly ash with MSW exerted no 429 
instability and toxicity effects on the digestion processes. 430 
Focusing specifically on manganese, although Cai et al. (2018) observed a 48.9% 431 
increase in the methane yield from rice straw at a Mn concentration of 1.0 mg/L, they 432 
found that acetic acid was accumulated when excessive Mn concentrations were added. 433 
This study suggested Mn concentrations were at half-maximal inhibitory concentration 434 
(IC50) at 773.9 mg/L. It should be noted here that the dissolved concentration of Mn (5.2 435 
mg/L) was found to be considerably higher in the poorer performing DIBA reactor 436 
compared to the LRFM reactors (0.66 ± 0.12 mg/L) and the control reactor (0.07 mg/L) 437 
which might suggest inhibition by this metal. On balance, a Mn induced reason for the 438 
poor performance of the DIBA reactor seems unlikely as levels observed were 439 
considerably closer to the stimulatory rather than inhibitory levels determined by (Cai et 440 
al., 2018). 441 
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An alternative indicator of possible negative effects of the mineral wastes is an 442 
assessment of their impacts on microbial diversity. This assessment assumes that the 443 
toxicity of metals may reduce diversity and select for specific communities tolerant to the 444 
imposed conditions. Such effects have been observed in numerous studies of microbial 445 
communities (Huang et al., 2003; Nettmann et al., 2008; Nelson et al., 2011; Ünal et al., 446 
2012; Xia et al., 2012; Koch et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2014; Westerholm et al., 2015). In a 447 
general sense, the dominant bacterial and archaeal communities in all the reactor 448 
communities, regardless of time or treatment were consistent with those that might be 449 
expected to proliferate in anaerobic digesters treating food waste for methane production. 450 
Evidence for this is provided in the phylogenetic trees shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 451 
which include close relatives randomly selected from BLAST searches of the Genbank 452 
database and in particular their source environments which are dominated by conventional 453 
anaerobic digester studies without reports of toxic stress. Furthermore, although the 454 
diversity of the microbial communities clearly decreased in the reactors as might be 455 
expected from toxicity (see Figure 2 and 3 in (Shamurad et al., "in press")), it was actually 456 
operation time and feeding mechanism (i.e. LRFM or DFFM) rather the presence or 457 
absence of MWs which were the factors that controlled the dynamics and compositions of 458 
the microbial communities. This operational driver for community change was also clear 459 
from a principal component analysis of sequence libraries (see Figure 3 and Figure 4 and 460 
Figures 2 and 3 in (Shamurad et al., "in press")) where the community compositions (both 461 
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bacterial and archaeal) in all the reactors was principally influenced by time of operation 462 
and not specific amendments. In the inoculum and at 20 days all the communities were 463 
dominated by taxa assignable to the candidatus genus Cloacamonas (Cloacimonadaceae); 464 
genus Thermovirga (Synergistaceae); family Syntrophomonadaceae; family 465 
Rikenellaceae; and (data not shown) family Bacteroidetes vadinHA17 (see below for a 466 
discussion of specific taxa functions). However, by 75 days all the LRFM reactors 467 
including the control were dominated by taxa assignable to the Cloacimonadaceae W5 468 
group; some Synergistaceae (not so closely related to the genus Thermovirga) and; the 469 
genus Proteiniphilum (Dysgonomonadaceae). Likewise, in all the LRFM reactors 470 
including the control, the archaea underwent substantial changes with a shift from the 471 
domination of the genera Methanosphaera, Candidatus Methanoplasma and 472 
Methanobrevibacter by 20 days to a general increase in the proportion of archaea and 473 
domination of the genera Methanoculleus and Methanosaeta at day 75. In contrast, by day 474 
75 the DIBA reactor (which was also amended with IBA similar to LIBA but was fed with 475 
DFFM) was dominated by bacterial taxa assignable to the family Dysgonomonadaceae 476 
(but unrelated to the genus Proteiniphilum) and to a taxon related to the genus Georgenia 477 
(Bogoriellaceae). The archaeal taxa were dominated by the genus Methanosarcina with 478 
only a minor presence of Methanosaeta and only moderate increase in Methanoculleus. 479 
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3.5 Inferred functions, syntrophic relationships and community selection 480 
pressures under different operating conditions 481 
The recent study by Lee et al. (2018) has pointed out that taxa such as 482 
Rikenellaceae, Proteiniphilum, Candidatus Cloacimonas, Cloacimonadaceae W5, 483 
Bacteroidetes vadinHA17 which were enriched in anaerobic digesters treating food 484 
wastewater or sewage sludge are ‘known (or suspected) to be’ anaerobic mesophilic 485 
acetogens. In the case of Candidatus Cloacimonas this genus has been implicated in 486 
syntrophic partnerships and hydrogen generation from the fermentation of carbohydrates 487 
and proteins (Pelletier et al., 2008). Accordingly, the transient (20 days) or ultimate (75 488 
days) enrichment of these groups in the LRFM reactors, coincident with the transient or 489 
ultimate enrichment of hydrogenotrophic (Methanoculleus) and acetoclastic 490 
(Methanosaeta) methanogens is entirely consistent with biogas production from the SOW. 491 
What is less clear is the reason for the succession between the 20 and 75-day communities 492 
with, for instance, the transient dominance of putative methanol reducing and hydrogen 493 
oxidising methanogens (Methanosphaera, Candidatus Methanoplasma) indicating that at 494 
20 days of reactor operation methanol was a major intermediate product of mixed 495 
fermentation. Bio-methanol has been observed during the anaerobic co-digestion of animal 496 
and agriculture wastes (Anitha et al., 2015). Furthermore, in this study methanol was an 497 
early stage product. It has been suggested (Chandra et al., 2012) that products such as 498 
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methanol are formed in the early phases of continuous or semi-continuous anaerobic 499 
digestion because the build-up of acidic products of hydrolysis. 500 
By 75 day, the relative dominance of Methanoculleus methanogens over 501 
Methanosaeta suggested the dominance of hydrogenotrophic over acetoclastic 502 
methanogenesis indicating the likely occurrence of syntrophic acetate oxidation in the 503 
LRFM reactors. Methanoculleus spp. have certainly been found in mesophilic syntrophic 504 
acetate oxidising digesters (Schnürer et al., 1999; Franke-Whittle et al., 2014; Westerholm 505 
et al., 2016), predominating over other hydrogenotrophic methanogens at extreme 506 
environmental conditions (i.e. high salt, ammonia and VFA concentrations). In contrast, 507 
however, the growth of Methanosaeta is known to be sensitive to changes of operational 508 
conditions such as VFAs and NH3-N concentrations (Demirel and Scherer, 2008; Franke-509 
Whittle et al., 2014). That being said a significant positive correlations was found (not 510 
shown) between NH3-N concentrations and both Methanosaeta and Methnoculleous at day 511 
75 and, furthermore, NH3-N concentrations in the LRFM reactors were below likely 512 
inhibitory levels (Westerholm et al., 2015) especially after their substantial decline from 513 
the levels measured at 20 days. It can be concluded that the sufficient concentration of 514 
NH3-N in the LRFM reactors supported the growth of microorganisms (Kayhanian, 1999) 515 
rather than exerting inhibitory effects. 516 
In this study and as discussed above, the control reactor (LCO) had an 517 
approximately similar microbial community composition and dynamics to that of the MW 518 
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amended reactors operated on the same feeding mechanism (LRFM) (Figure 3 and Figure 519 
4 and Figures 2 and 3 in (Shamurad et al., "in press")). However, methane production in 520 
the LCO reactor decreased gradually and total VFA concentration increased rapidly from 521 
340 mg/L on day 46 to about 4073 mg/L on day 73 (Figure 1d) this led to pH drop and a 522 
drastic decrease in methane yield. Based on the high degree of similarity in community 523 
composition, the low methane production efficiency of the LCO reactor was probably 524 
related to two main reasons. Firstly, a lower relative population growth of acetoclastic 525 
methanogens (especially Methanosaeta; Figure 2d and Figure 4) in this reactor compared 526 
to the MW amended reactors (specifically LCBW, LBA and LIBA). Secondly, low trace 527 
element concentrations in the LCO reactor affected methanogenic activity in this reactor 528 
especially when the OLR was increased to 1 g VS/L.d. The deficiency of the required trace 529 
elements in the SOW substrate caused an alteration in methanogenic pathways and a 530 
decline in digestion performance (Westerholm et al., 2015), since this decrease in 531 
methanogenesis was not observed in the other reactors that were operated on LRFM and 532 
amended with the MWs (i.e. LFA, LCBW, LBA, and LIBA). In contrast, in the DIBA 533 
reactor a low NH3-N concentration was existed, therefore presumably the growth of 534 
Methanosarcina (which is known for its high growth rates and dominance when high 535 
levels of VFA present (Franke-Whittle et al., 2014)) was limited due to the lack of enough 536 
N nutrient needed for the population growth. 537 
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The dominance by day 75 of very different bacterial and archaeal taxa in the DIBA 538 
reactor fed by DFFM feeding regimen was likely dictated by the prevailing conditions 539 
within this reactor. With respect to the bacterial sequences enriched, a taxon closely related 540 
to the genus Georgenia (family Bogoriellaceae) is notable as isolates of this genus range 541 
from aerobic, microaerophilic to facultative anaerobic metabolisms (Ward and Bora, 2009) 542 
and this genus does not appear to be a commonly associated with anaerobic digestion. 543 
However, a close relative has identified as a dominant component of the granular sludge of 544 
a low temperature glucose fed anaerobic digester (O’Reilly et al., 2010) in a reactor where 545 
the dominant methanogen was the putative hyrdrogenotroph Methanocorpusculum. 546 
However, in contrast, in the present study this substantial enrichment of the Georgenia 547 
taxon along with a taxon from the family Dysgonomonadaceae in the DIBA reactor was 548 
associated with enrichment of the methanogenic genus Methanosarcina which is also 549 
known to be metabolically more versatile and robust with shorter doubling times and 550 
tolerance to environmental stress such as low pH (Calli et al., 2005; Conklin et al., 2006; 551 
Thauer et al., 2008). Several previous studies have linked Methanosarcinaceae-related 552 
populations to high residual acetate concentrations often associated with poor COD 553 
removal (Hulshoff Pol et al., 2004). However, high COD, VFA and low pH was actually a 554 
property of the LCO reactor which sustained a similar microbial community to all other 555 
reactors which included the presence of Methanosaeta typically considered less tolerant to 556 
such stresses. The most obvious distinguishing feature of the DIBA reactor in comparison 557 
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to all the other reactors was the relatively low NH3-N concentrations which is of interest 558 
because it is another selection factor for Methanosarcina , since previous studies have 559 
reported the predominance of Methanosarcina at high ammonia concentrations (Calli et 560 
al., 2005; Tian et al., 2018). 561 
4. Conclusion 562 
1- The MWs from MSWI plants and CDW can be utilised as trace element supplements 563 
for optimising (high biogas production and stable digestion process) the AD of organic 564 
materials. 565 
2- The metals released from the MWs enhanced the buffering capacity and 566 
metabolic/catabolic activities in the AD reactors without inhibitory/toxicity effects. 567 
3- The LRFM feeding method can be considered as a proper feeding method for 568 
anaerobic co-digestion of OFMSW with MWs from MSWI plants and CDW. 569 
4- Feeding methods and time were the key factors affecting microbial diversity in AD 570 
reactors supplemented with or without the MWs. 571 
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Figure legends  847 
Figure 1. Profiles of methane yield (A), methane accumulation (B), total alkalinity (C) and total 848 
volatile fatty acids (D) during the single-stage co-digestion of synthetic organic waste and mineral 849 
wastes from MSWI plants and cement-based waste (IBA=incineration bottom ash, FA=fly ash, 850 
BA=boiler ash, CBW=cement-based waste) in comparison to mineral free control. L and D indicate 851 
the reactors feeding method liquid-recycled feeding method and draw-and-fill feeding method 852 
respectively. The values for total alkalinity and total VFA are mean values of triplicate samples 853 
with standard deviations (not shown). 854 
Figure 2. Microbial gene abundances for bacteria ((A) and (B)) and methanogens ((C) and (D)) in 855 
the inoculum on day 0 and digestates on day 20 and 75 calculated from qPCR analyses. Error bars 856 
represent standard deviations of microbial gene abundances calculated for triplicate samples from 857 
qPCR analyses. 858 
Figure 3. Phylogenetic distance tree (Neighbour-Joining) of key AD reactor bacterial taxa and 859 
close relatives (left) and plots of the fractional abundances of these taxa in individual reactor 860 
sequence libraries (right). The tree is based on comparative analysis of selected partial 16S rRNA 861 
sequences recovered from the anaerobic reactors at day 20 and 75 and indicated by individual 862 
codes assigned during pipeline analysis. The percentage of replicate trees in which the associated 863 
taxa clustered together in bootstrap analysis (1000 replicates) are shown next to the branches. The 864 
analysis involved 252 nucleotide positions. 865 
Figure 4. Phylogenetic distance tree (Neighbour-Joining) of key AD reactor archaeal taxa and 866 
close relatives (left) and, plots of the fractional abundances of these taxa in individual reactor 867 
sequence libraries (right). The tree is based on comparative analysis of selected partial 16S rRNA 868 
sequences recovered from the anaerobic reactors at day 20 and 75 and indicated by individual 869 
codes assigned during pipeline analysis. The percentage of replicate trees in which the associated 870 
taxa clustered together in bootstrap analysis (1000 replicates) are shown next to the branches. The 871 
analysis involved 252 nucleotide positions. 872 
 873 
 874 
 875 
 876 
 877 
 878 
 879 
  880 
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Nomenclature 881 
 882 
Symbol Description Symbol Description 
AD Anaerobic digestion/digester  MSW Municipal solid waste 
ANOVA Analysis of Variance MSWI Municipal solid waste incineration 
BA Boiler ash MW Mineral wastes 
BFA Bag filter ash NH3-N Ammonia nitrogen 
BMP Bio-methane potential OFMSW Organic fraction of municipal solid waste 
C Celsius OLR  Organic loading rate 
CBW Cement- based waste p p value (calculated probability) 
CDW Construction demolition wastes pgram pico gram 
CH4 Methane pmol pico mol 
CO Control reactor qPCR Quantitative polymerase chain reaction 
CO2 Carbon dioxide rpm Revolutions per minute 
COD Chemical oxygen demand rRNA Ribosomal ribonucleic acid 
CSTR  Continually stirred anaerobic reactor sCOD Soluble chemical oxygen demand 
DFFM Draw-and-fill feeding method SD Standard deviation 
DNA Deoxyribonucleic acid Sig. Significant 
DW Distilled water SOW Synthetic organic waste 
GC  Gas chromatograph TALK Total alkalinity 
HCL Hydrochloric acid tCOD Total chemical oxygen demand 
HNO3 Nitric acid TKN  Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen 
HRT  Hydraulic retention time TS  Total solids 
IBA Incineration bottom ash TVFA Total volatile fatty acids 
LRFM Liquid recycled feeding method VS Volatile solids 
 883 
  884 
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Table 1. Characteristics of the inoculum used to start up the CSTR systems* 885 
 886 
 887 
 888 
 889 
 890 
 891 
 892 
 893 
 894 
 895 
 896 
*All values in this table represent mean value of triplicate samples measured ± standard deviation of values. ** (%w/w) = 897 
percentage of the dry weight of solids per wet weight of digestate. 898 
 899 
 900 
 901 
 902 
  903 
 904 
 905 
 906 
 907 
 908 
 909 
Parameters Characteristics of inoculum 
pH 8.2 ± 0.3 
TS (%w/w)** 1.3 ± 0.1 
VS (%w/w) 0.7 ± 0.1 
VS (%TS) 52.0 
Total TKN (mg. L-1) 2848 ± 171.0 
NH3-N (mg. L-1) 2654 ± 6.0 
FAN (mg. L-1) 449 ± 1.0 
Total alkalinity (mg. L-1) 9792 ± 157.0 
Total VFA (mg. L-1) 3700 ± 518.0 
Total COD (mg. L-1) 8100 ± 225.0 
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Table 2. Physicochemical characteristics of the organic waste and mineral wastes* 910 
Parameters 
Synthetic 
organic waste 
Incineration 
bottom ash 
Fly ash Boiler ash 
Cement based 
waste 
pH (1:2) 4.3 ± 0.1 10.4 ± 0.5 10.0 ± 0.4 12.0 ± 0.2 11.0 ± 0.7 
TS (%W/W) 18.6 ± 0.1 99 ± 0.1 97 ± 0.1 100 ± 0.1 97. ± 0.1 
VS (%W/W) 17 ± 0.1 2.86 ± 0.03 3 ± 0.04 1.2 ± 0.2 2.44 ± 0.03 
VS (%TS) 92 2.9 3 1 3 
C (%) 46.47 ± 0.3 1.77 ± 0.5 3 ± 0.13 1.4 ± 0.1 2.7 ± 0.2 
H (%) 6.76 ± 0.04 - - - - 
N (%) 2.21 ± 0.02 0.04 ± 0.02 0.02 ± 0.001 0.01 ± 0.002 0.02 ± 0.01 
O (%) 37.52 ± 0.4 - - - - 
S (%) 0.16 ± 0.01 0.41 ± 0.1 2 ± 0.023 2.3 ± 0.11 0.13 ± 0.02 
C/N 21.0 ± 0.05 50 ± 0.3 2.3 ± 0.12 104 ± 12 139 ± 16.0 
Total alkalinity 1 - 2.6 ± 0.1 5.3 ± 0.18 6 ± 0.3 6.7 ± 0.3 
Ignition loss (%) - 3.0 ± 0.1 3.0 ± 0.01 1.0 ± 0.005 3.0 ± 0.1 
Al** 45 ± 23.0 30567 ± 842.0 15717 ± 85.0 37587.5 ± 260 11201 ± 251 
As 0.61 ± 0.3 7.2 ± 3.8 56 ± 4.5 47 ± 4.8 3.9 ± 0.6 
B 4.2 ± 1.2 69 ± 43.0 57 ± 14.0 109 ± 12.0 5.2 ± 1.0 
Ba 3.50 ± 0.9 159 ± 10.0 144 ± 9.0 71 ± 6.0 127 ± 10.0 
Ca 4958 ± 245 81155 ± 432.0 229861 ± 667 200137 ± 1029 138461 ± 699 
Cd 0.02 ± 0.001 5.6 ± 2.0 161 ± 22.0 67 ± 10.0 0.2 ± 0.1 
Co 0.03 ± 0.001 49 ± 7.3 12 ± 1.3 21 ± 1.0 5.5 ± 1.5 
Cr 0.9 ± 0.2 104 ± 1.9 42 ± 4.0 103 ± 4.0 33 ± 0.2 
Cu 4.4 ± 0.7 2772 ± 99.0 591 ± 23.0 529 ± 17.0 17 ± 0.3 
Fe 63 ± 4.0 91226 ± 660.0 7011 ± 52.0 13267 ± 116 19883 ± 176 
K 7523 ± 1220 3234 ± 39.0 38923 ± 1829 21647 ± 1251 1559 ± 3.4 
Mg 657 ± 143.0 7330 ± 355.0 6216 ± 190 13777 ± 411 11388 ± 491 
Mn 12 ± 2.0 1302 ± 59.0 384 ± 4.0 1276 ± 13.0 357 ± 8.0 
Mo 0.48 ± 0.21 7 ± 1.0 14 ± 6.6 20 ± 7.0 1.2 ± 5.4 
Na 323 ± 82.0 246 ± 94.0 198.5 ± 10.0 347 ± 132.0 37.3 ± 12.0 
Ni 0.73 ± 0.2 123 ± 1.4 86 ± 0.39 136 ± 1.3 12.8 ± 0.5 
Pb 0.28 ± 0.05 1067 ± 10.0 2075 ± 10.0 974 ± 10.0 15.5 ± 0.1 
Se 0.85 ± 0.2 13.7 ± 0.1 2.8 ± 18.8 3.4 ± 1.0 2.9 ± 0.1 
Si 69 ± 3.0 72 ± 7.0 234.4 ± 2.5 82 ± 1.7 72.4 ± 2.0 
Ti 0.40 ± 0.1 1822 ± 15.0 1782 ± 15 230 ± 0.8 791 ± 8.0 
V 1.1 ± 0.07 191 ± 19.0 478 ± 39.0 621 ± 48.0 31 ± 29.0 
Zn 14 ± 2.5 3421 ± 9.0 11355 ± 44.0 8885 ± 52.0 56 ± 8.0 
* All values in this table represent mean value of triplicate samples measured ± standard deviation of the values. ** All 911 
concentrations are total concentration of metals in mg per kg TS of MWs. 1 Unit = (meq. g-1CaCO3)912 
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Table 3. Experimental design of the CSTR systems 913 
Reactor ID Feeding method Mineral waste added 
LFA LRFM* Fly ash (FA) 
LCO LRFM Control reactor (no MW added) 
DIBA DFFM** Incineration bottom ash (IBA) 
LCBW LRFM Cement-based waste (CBW) 
LBA LRFM Boiler ash (BA) 
LIBA LRFM Incineration bottom ash (IBA) 
*LRFM = liquid-recycled feeding method, **DFFM = draw-and- fill feeding method.914 
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Table 4. Summary of reactor parameters on day 20 and day 75* 915 
 
 
Reactors 
Methane 
Yield 1 
Hydrolysis 
activity 2 
** 
Methanogenesis 
activity 3 
Mixed 
liquor 
soluble 
COD 4 
*** 
pH 
Mixed liquor 
NH3-N 5 
D
a
y
 2
0
 
 LCO 484 - - 2831 ± 516 6.99 ± 0.1 538 ± 59 
LFA 476 - - 4502 ± 1284 6.7 ± 0.1 521 ± 23 
DIBA 476 - - 4014 ± 687 6.7 ± 0.1 447 ± 50 
LCBW 558 - - 4194 ± 788 6.9 ± 0.1 539 ± 36 
LBA 464 - - 4647 ± 534 6.9 ± 0.1 559 ± 36 
LIBA 536  - 5272 ± 758 7.1 ± 0.05 595 ± 38 
D
a
y
 7
5
 
LCO 219 0.068 0.015 3619 ± 1020 5.8 ± 0.3 378 ± 14 
LFA 454 0.081 0.049 4250 ± 742 6.4 ± 0.03 410 ± 8 
DIBA 286 0.106 0.363 3630 ± 1270 5.7 ± 0.2 33 ± 27 
LCBW 536 0.033 0.016 2625 ± 625 6.9 ± 0.03 399 ± 11 
LBA 480 0.087 0.017 3940 ± 860 6.8 ± 0.02 402 ± 14 
LIBA 522 0.028 0.014 2850 ± 450 7.0 ± 0.01 477 ± 1 
*All values are mean values for triplicate samples with standard deviation. ** Methanogenesis and hydrolysis activities 916 
were calculated for the whole operation time of the reactors i.e. 75 days. ***Errors show standard deviation of triplicate 917 
measurements from the same reactor. Units are 1 (mL/gVS added), 2 (pgram COD/cell. d), 3(pmol CH4/cell. d), 4 (mg/L) 918 
and 5 (mg/L).919 
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Table 5. Correlation analysis of physiochemical parameters in digestates on day 75 920 
Parameters Methane yield pH Alkalinity TVFA NH3-N 
pH .405     
Alkalinity .670 .944*    
TVFA .022 .447 .416   
NH3-N .187 .647 .632 .967**  
Al .198 .324 .390 -.116 .042 
As .161 .214 .268 -.378 -.217 
B .331 .108 .263 -.238 -.103 
Ba .246 -.741 -.480 -.284 -.384 
Ca .148 -.844 -.623 -.459 -.578 
Cd .169 -.726 -.494 -.512 -.571 
Co .400 .603 .664 .923* .964** 
Cr .122 .153 .219 -.302 -.165 
Cu -.079 .708 .517 .655 .695 
Fe .539 .644 .745 .850 .924* 
K -.008 -.833 -.645 -.541 -.637 
Mg .315 .033 .193 -.324 -.197 
Mn .945* .399 .633 .193 .314 
Mo .330 .340 .422 -.343 -.149 
Na -.239 -.865 -.746 -.536 -.653 
Ni .488 -.013 .182 -.580 -.429 
Pb .418 -.178 .064 -.279 -.204 
Si .299 .363 .305 -.110 -.038 
Ti -.064 .127 .132 -.293 -.177 
V .009 -.910* -.730 -.462 -.610 
Zn .261 -.206 -.021 -.430 -.350 
Ni+Co+Mn .969** .403 .650 .160 .293 
Ni+Co .679 .221 .453 -.261 -.085 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). ** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). Positive 921 
and negative correlations with significant are highlighted in dark green and dark red respectively. Lower and lowest 922 
positive and negative correlations are highlighted in lighter and lightest green and red respectively. 923 
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Bacteria
Candidatus
Cloacamonas
Dysgonomonadaceae
Thermovirga
Syntrophomonadaceae
Synergistaceae
Rikenellaceae
Cloacimonadaceae
W5 group 
LT624543 Uncultured Thermovirga sp. isolate OTU_572 anaerobic digestion Belgium
MH154461 clone AD287 anaerobic digester with high food waste and cardboard France
FN994067 clone MS14378-B092 long-term biogas production from completely stirred tank reactor Germany
KT050432 clone 12679 anaerobic digester USA
KT067566 clone 29813 anaerobic digester USA
754642460d63391230a82675d3573df6
NR_074606 Thermovirga lienii strain DSM 17291 Production water from an oil well Norway
NR_113196 Moorella thermoacetica strain JCM 9319 Japan
MH154189 clone AD15 Anaerobic reactor treating high-solids food waste and cardboard France
KF298220 clone c-4-4 household waste inside a landfill China
AB700401 clone: 150X9 strong aromatic liquors pit China
HQ183815 Natronoanaerobium sp. clone De269 leachate sediment China
60b103f8c84a141033ff79400de01625
NR_044616 Synergistes jonesii strain 78-1 rumen degrading toxic pyridinediols USA
MF185666 Synergistaceae bacterium DZ-S4 municipal anaerobic sewage sludge digester France
60aa83c930417880929af785b44f1ec1
MG854342 clone Otu02240 rice straw anaerobic digester UK
MH098302 16S(V3+V4)-2246 soil undergoing bioremediation China
LT624210 Uncultured Synergistaceae isolate OTU_222 Anaerobic digestion Belgium
HQ453305 clone C1-21 silk refining system China
MF347941 Georgenia deserti strain SYSU D8004 Desert sand China
NR_112996 Miniimonas arenae strain YM18-15 isolated from sea sand Japan
d2ad001d5c1387497aa74cbfe8f39258
MH149991 clone dryAD3572 Dry anaerobic digester France
GQ304273 DGGE gel band DB19 anaerobic EGSB bioreactor Ireland
AB195906 cloneN09 anearobic sludge South Korea
Candidatus Cloacamonas acidaminovorans str.
JF460983 clone 4LB07 drinking water USA
KT067559 clone 29806 anaerobic digester USA
JX023226 clone UAD280 anaerobic digester sludge with sewage sludge and food waste South Korea
KC961929 clone BH83 mesophilic acetate-fed anaerobic reactors USA
AB997452 clone: CloningB4C08 Sludge from full scale anaerobic digester Japan
d2bd395ce8952085a14c34930aae80e3
AB998073 clone: CloningB8H12 sludge from full scale anaerobic digester Japan
LT624287 isolate OTU_300 Anaerobic digestion Belgium
AB997655 clone: CloningB5+B07 Sludge from full scale anaerobic digester Japan
JN998200 clone SAO1 B136 anaerobic lab scale digester Sweden
FN563246 clone HAW-RM37-2-B-1017d-I mesophilic biogas digester beet silage served as substrate
EF686999 clone ATB-KS-1955 biogas-producing laboratory CSTR with maize silage and bovine manure
151927c5bafe7c052bd0eb431440d067
LT624093 Uncultured Bacteroidetes isolate OTU_101 Anaerobic digestion Belgium
7a462d3d180e5e907f7257eeb1edd2be
MF612694 clone OTU502 acidogenic reactor France
MH154315 clone AD141 Anaerobic reactor France
EU481693 Cultured B3C1-6 environmental coal formation water sample Australia
NR_125463 Bacteroides luti strain UasXn-3 anaerobic granular sludge of UASB reactor treating sewage Japan
EU887978 Uncultured Bacteroidetes clone S38 anaerobic hydrolysis of grass silage for methane production
75efff7d69d295a390090c410f439858
KX633558 clone OTU607 Dark fermentation continuous reactor fed with glycerol France
MG803868 clone 3b_18722 Sewage sludge China
NR_148808 Petrimonas mucosa strain ING2-E5A mesophilic lab CSTR with maize silage pig and cattle manure
LT624748 Uncultured Porphyromonadaceae isolate OTU_793 Anaerobic digestion Belgium
KT067311 clone 29558 anaerobic digester USA
AB997294 clone: CloningB3B02 Sludge from full scale anaerobic digester Japan
9fbc66d5f9eeb51038fd4700e543ad1e
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KT008252 clone AJh-9 a coastal gold mining river sediment China
JQ249583 clone 75-LX041831-122-053-C10-unis air filter sample Germany
LT546394 clone 030-F12-JB 29745 biogas reactor Germany
LT624886 Uncultured Methanosphaera sp. isolate OTU_167 Anaerobic digestion Belgium
41221401b72243aef79ef07ce68696cd
NR_104874 Methanosphaera cuniculi strain 1R7 intestinal tract of rabbit Italy
NR_042785 Methanobrevibacter millerae strain ZA-10 Ovine Rumen
MG852224 clone Otu00052 rice straw and manure anaerobic digester UK
KX787736 Uncultured Methanobrevibacter sp. clone MT1_3 cow Rumen India
LT546363 clone 023-A10-IB27527 biogas reactor Germany
AB906158 clone: F-47 rumen fluid of water buffalo China
42c662543a08f6a737a812b72e1f56a9
NR_028242 Methanosaeta concilii strain Opfikon sludge of an anaerobic Digester France
bc59ed6844a2ac0e8b1e8a76e1a9c695
KR013290 clone arcOTU_3 sludge from a mesophilic anaerobic reactor Luxemburg
AB997116 clone: CloningA7B11 Sludge from full scale anaerobic digester Japan
KF551965 clone ar4.19o_B4 lab-scale anaerobic digester Germany
KC961777 clone A21D2 mesophilic acetate-fed anaerobic reactors USA
AB850016 clone: ARCM1andL120_F03 Sludge from CSTR treating chicken manure Japan
LC036197 Uncultured Methanoculleus sp. clone: LNG20 Luzhou-flavor Pit Mud China
3aca9dbbd8cbefd189dc0a0c484de939
LT626051 Uncultured Methanosarcina sp. isolate OTU 73 anaerobic digestion Belgium
KY977968 clone AOTU_271 altered rocks collected from the Mariana subduction zone
NR_109423 Methanosarcina soligelidi strain SMA-21 active layer of permafrost
MG852176 clone Otu00002 Rice straw and dairy manure anaerobic codigestion UK
KY802308 clone LMP12_16S_OTU_0124 wetland ecosystem soil USA
MH154049 clone dryAD46 Dry anaerobic digester of food waste and cardboard France
NR_148337 Methanosarcina spelaei strain DSM 26047 biofilm of the subsurface lake Romania
ac9290b34cdfdd242c154d85b6c29322
KU589022 clone zqA018 UASB reactor China
903ff04a44cfe66cda3ba2ffe287d138
LT546336 Uncultured archaeon clone 017-A5-JB 26969 biogas reactor Germany
LT624828 Uncultured Methanoculleus sp. isolate OTU_28 Anaerobic  digestion Belgium
MF784834 clone OTU15 anaerobic digester France
JF980392 clone ADP10 dairy manure inoculated digester Canada
7063666586ad070af2edb3c78e80a15f
DQ262578 clone H9T20L44 biogas plant India
AB854355 Uncultured Methanosarcina sp. clone: CA03 iron corrossion-inducing microbial community Japan
LC192899 clone: MAP-d120-A-23 a mesophilic anaerobic digester treating of submerged macrophyte Japan
KP702949 Methanoculleus chikugoensis paddy field soil in Chikugo Fukuoka Japan
CP010070 Candidatus Methanoplasma termitum strain MpT
LT624895 Uncultured Thermoplasmatales isolate OTU_210 Anaerobic digestion Belgium
KJ806552 clone XGA121 anaerobic digester sludge China
JQ268000 Archaeon PY-6 soil China
HQ678092 clone 4H7 Low Temperature Plug-Flow Type Bioreactor Treating Swine Manure Canada
ab1700709831b5be090b5f6e9805d567
LT624940 Uncultured Thermoprotei isolate OTU_433 Anaerobic digestion Belgium
AB997182 clone: CloningA7H06 Sludge from full scale anaerobic digester Japan
JN052754 Uncultured crenarchaeote clone ACD80 anaerobic digestion USA
603b0845c34092ba9e708457ba8228e7
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